University and state officials tour the facility, which, despite a recent fire, will open its doors in January.

BY ANNIE SHUPPY

Top UI administrators, state officials, and project donors toured the Blank Honors Center late last week, a first glimpse for many after a fire three weeks ago delayed its several-month-long construction.

Although structural, jagged remnants of broken glass on the exterior served as visible reminders of the fire, visitors were reassured that $13.9 million facility will expand the district’s focus mainly of gifted students as well as Ankeny-Central High School’s home for the Honors Program and the gifted-education center.

TOCI: Iowa Gov.

"This will provide us with the opportunity to expose the high-

ability students to the University of Iowa," Thomas said.

Gov. Tom Vilsack also attended and said but he felt that the lack of consistent support for higher education did not excite him to "show the stars." He also said that the state’s $1.3 million in TIF funding for this project was a "unique space where edu-
cation can come into play with the arts." The setting sits between the col­

lege’s magnificent wings and represents the accessibility and openness of the programs along with the Honors Program, blank announced by Gov.
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Mostly sunny, 78°F

Red-billed Dowitcher (Limnodromus scolopaceus) in the wetland of the west coast.

See story, page 10A
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mitted to salary increases and other general expenses," Leaver-Man said. She said that cutting per­

sonnel is something that the district does not want to do, but that will remain an option when the state increases its revenue up to 5 percent.

"The state has to go to the state legislature and ask for the money," Leaver-Man said. "We are not going to have to look at making cuts in the future," she said. "I cannot continue to dip into the reserve fund."

The reserve fund held $13.8 million of this year, as it is used to round out budgets in most years, said School Board mem­

ber Jean Leff, adding that the fund has also been used by the district to retain employees for schools because the district’s technology budget has been slashed so drastically.
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Eighty-five percent of the district’s expenses are linked to the per­

sonnel budget and benefits and the district is trying to "stem the bleeding," she said, but "we are trying to eliminate as we can.

The district is cutting costs in every area of the budget, the district will look to get back to normal in the coming years, which may include revenue staff and cutting certain school programs.

There are several things we

will have to look at next year’s budget," Plaugge said. "But those are the things we

look at every year."
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Leander-Blank Community

School District turns to $ reserve

BY ANGEL LANG

The Iowa City School District will have $960,000 from its budget this year stemmed from so-called education revenue reduction assisted by Gen.

By Thomas Blank last week.

Superintendent Lane Plaugge and part of the con­

cern is that individual student achievement has already been informed of how much the district will spend, but the district’s budget has already been informed of how much the district will spend.

With the passage of the current year’s budget, administrators decided to dip into the district’s reserve fund to help cover people or programs in midterm.
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An architectural wonder takes shape

BY CRISTA HAHN

The sloped structure of the new building for the UI School of Art and Architecture will soon be visible from a national perspective.

The $30 million facility, designed to hold 250 students, is expected to receive national recognition.

"This is a wonderful design," said Steven Lehnertz, architect for Iowa’s West Branch campus.

The building will house a museum, gallery for student work, classrooms, meeting rooms, and administration and faculty offices.

"I envy other cities Hale is fortunate enough to have," Lehnertz said.

---

Liebermann pulls out of Iowa race

BY MIKE GLOVER

From Associated Press

Democratic Sen. Mike Lieberman has decided to withdraw his campaign for Iowa’s Senate president, according to sources.

The National Committee on Public Interest Education, which was the front group of the Senate group, said Lieberman had not made a final decision about his participation in the Senate race.

---

Police Log

Maclehan, G.M., Cranston, was stopped at 04:17 with third-degree counterfeiting and possession of a counterfeiting device.

Lehnertz, S.B., Cedar Rapids, was stopped at 07:43 with third-degree counterfeiting and possession of a counterfeiting device.

Lieberman, M.L., Rochester, was stopped at 05:12 with third-degree counterfeiting and possession of a counterfeiting device.

---

City & State

Fire hits Ready Mix

On Oct. 17, at 03:49, the 8th Avenue Fire Department in Coralville was called to an apartment fire in 810 3rd Avenue, Coralville.

---

Active Endeavors apparel and accessories

130 S Clinton, Iowa City, IA 52242 (319) 337-9446

---

Sena Teter Naslund

Four Spirits

Wed. • Oct. 22 • 8:00pm

published by WM Morrow & Co., 25% off, only $20

open 9am-9pm Mon-Sat
open 9am-6pm Sunday
downtown Iowa City

Sena Teter Naslund reads from her new novel

"It’s a wonderful design," said Steven Lehnertz, architect for Iowa’s West Branch campus.

---

Happy Hour

6-8 pm
M-Th

20% OFF

Hats

• Patricia • Cloudville • Tillie
• The North Face • Mountain Hardwear

See Store for Details

Locally Owned & Operated
Fire in Chicago raises questions

BY MELANIE COFFEE

CHICAGO—Jerry Lawrence had smoked the cigarette as he waited on the street the night the fire broke out. It wasn't his first. Lawrence was a heavy smoker, and he said he was sure it was going to burn out before he picked up his phone to the stairwell as the fire started to spread. He ran out of the building.

Lawrence is one of the few survivors of the fire that killed at least 17 people on the 19th floor of the Buckingham Apartments. This is the third fire in 10 years at the building. Officials have not yet determined the cause of the fire, which started on the 19th floor after midnight on Oct. 7.

The Chicago Fire Department said the fire was contained to the 19th floor, but Lawrence and others said the fire spread quickly to the 18th and 20th floors as well.

In 2003, there was an estimated 2,300 breast cancer cases diagnosed among women. But better screenings and new treatments are offering hope.

Drugs that prevent breast cancer, treatments without mastectomies, mammograms with sharper images, and genetic testing are either approved or showing promise.

The Shadow Market

In Medicine's shadowy underworld, manufacturers sell counterfeit pharmaceuticals to middlemen, who typedef them to distributors, who sell to pharmacies, and ultimately to consumers. The result is a multibillion-dollar shadow economy that undermines the integrity of the drug supply chain.

The shadow market is driven by profits and the lack of regulation. Manufacturers sell drugs that are supposed to be made in approved facilities, but are actually manufactured in conditions that are not up to standard. The drugs are then sold to wholesalers, who mark them up and sell them to pharmacies, who sell them to consumers.

The shadow market is a wide-open system, with few regulations to prohibit the trade of counterfeit drugs. Manufacturers, wholesalers, and pharmacies are all involved in the trade of counterfeit drugs. The drugs are sold at a fraction of the cost of legitimate drugs, making them attractive to consumers.

The shadow market exploits the desperate need for medical treatments. People are willing to pay any price for a cure, even if it means taking a drug that is not approved by the FDA or is counterfeit.

The shadow market is a major threat to public health. Counterfeit drugs can be contaminated, and may contain ingredients that are not labeled on the package. This can lead to serious health problems, including liver damage, kidney failure, and death.

The shadow market is also a major threat to the economy. The shadow market is a multibillion-dollar industry, and it is growing. The shadow market is a threat to the legitimate drug market, and it is time for the government to take action to stop it.
BANGKOK — President Bush said Sunday that he is willing to consider by year’s end, “what’s the right thing to do.”

Bush’s aides said he wants to have a proposal ready for North Korea to consider by year’s end, when administration officials hope to resolve the six-nation talks on nuclear weapons talks with North Korea that began last year.

The new approach constitutes a change for a White House that had resisted offering security guarantees that North Korea might consider a prelude to a bilateral security agreement.

Bush floated the idea of a formal nonaggression treaty, which North Korea has rejected, as part of an agreement involving nuclear concessions. “We will not have a treaty,” Bush said during a photo session with President Vladimir Putin of Russia, a key ally.

Bush said he would sign a treaty with North Korea, “if it’s what’s right for the U.S.”

Bush’s new plan is difficult to discern, with several written statements that touched on the principle that North Korea must verifiably dismantle its nuclear programs before the talks with North Korea — and worked.
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Iraqi ambushes target U.S. troops; Iraqi leader calls for mobilization

IRAQ
Continued from Page 15A
In the attack near Kirkuk, 300 miles north of Baghdad, an American mounted patrol was ambushed by rocket-propelled grenades and small arms fire at 0715 p.m. Oct. 18, said Maj. David Sherwood, a 4th Infantry Division spokesman. The patrol returned fire, but an additional enemy force followed, he said.

In addition to the two killed, a third American was wounded, Sherwood reported. Earlier, approximately 20 miles west of that attack, U.S. Marines in a Humvee were hit by grenade and small arms fire near Hawija, and they killed three Iraqis when they returned fire, the 4th Infantry Division reported. Still further west, near Basra, American forces killed five attackers after a fight lasted for 12 hours.

On the eastern edge of Fallujah, 30 miles west of Baghdad, a U.S. Army ammunition truck, part of a convoy, stopped near the main road late Sunday morning and came under attack, the U.S. command said in Baghdad. The truck and possibly two other vehicles were hit by rocket-propelled grenades.

"Shells were flying everywhere, like fireworks," shopkeeper Yassar Al-Abadi of Fallujah said, who watched the explosion. Mourners gathered in the shattered building, and evidence of the destruction were still visible Sunday evening.
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Gaps are telling in Movielink's 'festival'...

The film uses interviews and home movies shot by Arnold's other son, David, to document the aftermath of the separations and reunions. The film also includes footage of interviews with friends and family members.

Watching this, I was reminded of another brilliant documentary by the great Errol Morris called «The Thin Blue Line». In that film, a man was sentenced to death for a crime he was said to have committed, but later evidence cast doubt on his guilt. In «The Thin Blue Line», Morris' ultimate goal was to explore the nature and failings of the legal system. We watch as the cameras examine the speech of each member of the jury. Some have idealized notions of certain characteristics, while others have not. Many present testimony that contradicts what others say. Not that this is to say the film passes judgment on or seeks to undermine any given criminal. It merely presents a multidimensional view of the evidence and allows viewers to draw their own conclusions. We do not know, for instance, whether Arnold was involved in the killing or not. We simply present the evidence, allowing the viewer to form their own opinions.

The question of whether Arnold was involved in the killing or not remains unanswered. The film invites viewers to consider the evidence presented and draw their own conclusions.

The film also explores the broader implications of the case, raising questions about the nature of justice and the role of media in shaping public opinion. It reminds us that the media can play a significant role in shaping public opinion and the outcome of legal cases, and that we should be cautious in accepting media reports at face value.

In summary, «Movielink» is a powerful and thought-provoking film that raises important questions about the nature of justice and the role of media in shaping public opinion. It invites viewers to consider the evidence presented and draw their own conclusions, reminding us that the media can play a significant role in shaping public opinion and the outcome of legal cases.
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 humiliating Michael Garrett said he would move his team "out of the shadows of a Florida power," as the screws were tightened on the 15-3 Florida State team, which had staked a place to play in the Rose Bowl.

"It's always going to be a tough situation," Garrett said. "We've just got to keep our head, concentrate, and take care of business."

"You've got to go out there and play with a lot of confidence and a lot of passion," Garrett said. "You've got to be able to score some touchdowns and make some field goals."

"You've got to be able to keep your defense on the ball, and you've got to be able to keep your offense on the ball," Garrett said. "You've got to be able to keep your team on the ball, and you've got to be able to keep your team on the ball."

"You've got to be able to keep your team on the ball, and you've got to be able to keep your team on the ball."
trivia A:

1992
Nov. 19-24-Lower
Ohio State
Nov. 17, 18-14 over
Michigan

IOWA SPORTS

Today
MEN’S GOLF of Big Four Conference at
Colorado College, All Day.

Thursday
WOMEN’S TENNIS at Midwest Regionals at
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Friday
WOMEN’S SWIMMING hosts Michigan State at Field House at 1 p.m.

SUNDAY
MEN’S GOLF hosts Michigan State at Carnation-Hawksley

SPORTS

2003
Monday, October 20, 2003

WOMEN’S SOCCER
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
MEN’S TENNIS
MEN’S SWIMMING
MEN’S TENNIS
MEN’S GOLF

Soccer
Kalamazoo, Mich.

WOMEN’S SWIMMING

Midwest Regionals
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Northwestern, 1 p.m.
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BCS focuses on TCU, Northern Illinois

BY JOSH DUBOW

When the first Bowl Championship Series standings are released today, it will be much more interesting to look at the bottom than the top.

Northern Illinois is expected to be No. 10 in the first BCS standings, while TCU will also have a shot at the Sugar Bowl for the national title.

The big question is whether the other two undefeated teams will be under fire, or whether they can play in a major bowl game.
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The big question is whether the other two undefeated teams will be under fire, or whether they can play in a major bowl game.
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Battle of curses

BRUMMUND
Continued from Page 18

"It was reminiscent of 2001, when we were 4-7, and our parents said of the play. The Buckeyes were just so shakily okay in the kicking game to make the final score a chance for morale, not for anything great. When you let a guy come up and kick your ass like that, you can’t win in the Hawkeyes’ blocking scheme, and we couldn’t do it tonight.

"The kicker is in our range, team and every week, give us some gas pressure on them," said Iowa State head coach Dan McCarney. "We’ll give us every angle, every slant and a return that we prepared. We had two good returns for this kickoff week, and this one was out of the range of our blockers and we missed it, it was very easy.

The visitors were bitten by the third unit virtually every time, and a quick one, a kick of 53-yard field goal with 96 seconds remaining in the first quarter put the hosts up, 3-0. Just 34 seconds later, after Nugent’s boot, Michael Jerkovich made the Buckeyes a chance for overtime, but Iowa State’s Michael Butch was blocked out of the long coverage with a 1-13 yard punt, a 1-13 yard punt.

"We always say the punt is the most important play in football, and it worked twice for us," said Iowa State kickreturner, Craig Kanney. "Anytime you get quick points like that, it helps us out.

"We’ve had a lot of kicking luck on this team," said Ferentz, who gave us what he thinks will be a big enough boost for the team to win the game. "Our kicking game is going to be key in this game, as being Iowa’s kickoff return.

"Our defense on critical moments we made during the kickoff return because in the end we had a need.

"After the drive stalled, I just figured that we probably will take our chance at getting seven, and he agreed, but we did not just want from there, coach Martin, what he needed for all of Iowa’s 10 points in the game.

"The most recent extra point was the second one from Ohio State, which has a victory with the previous point on offense. Buckeyes coach Jim Tressel said, "we’ve been doing two games without scoring on offense, his team is not in the lead by 10 points.

"Iowa’s two touch- downs came on the defensive line of Iowa quarterback Nate Kaeding. After a successful fourth down punt by the Buckeyes, the Hawkeyes lined up for an onside kick, but Mike Jones, who made his first career interception.

"Iowa’s tenth point was on a 2-24 yard field goal in the fourth quarter to put them in the lead and give the Hawkeyes a big enough play to win the game.
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Bucked

IOWA FALLS TO SECOND BIG TEN TEAM THIS SEASON

BY THE NUMBERS
- 1.9: Yards per carry Iowa running back Fred Russell averaged
- 10: Points Iowa kicker Nate Kaeding accounted for in the Hawkeyes 10-point performance
- 14: Consecutive games the Buckeyes have won at home
- 105: Yards per carry Iowa running back Fred Russell averaged
- 10 Points: Iowa kicker Nate Kaeding accounted for in the Hawkeyes 10-point performance
- 14: Consecutive games the Buckeyes have won at home
- 105: Thousand and 44 people game attendance (the second largest in Ohio Stadium history)

SOUND BITES
"When our defensive line dominates their offensive line like they did today, it really makes our job easy." - A.J. Hawk, Ohio State linebacker
"Our goal is to win the Big Ten, and that involves winning every game from here on out, and winning today was a big step in that goal." - Craig Krenzel, Ohio State quarterback
"Effort was not the problem; courage and toughness, there are no problems there. When those become problems, then we've got problems, and we don't have those problems." - Kirk Ferentz, Iowa coach

PRIME PLAYS
NATHAN CHANDLER
First fumble on the center exchange with the Hawkeyes driving deep into Ohio State territory early in the third quarter.

NATE KAEDING
The Iowa kicker's run in for a touchdown on a fake field goal in the fourth quarter.

GAME BALL
HOWARD HODGES
For putting the clamps down on Craig Krenzel, sacking him three times.

NATE KAEDING
For scoring all of the Hawkeyes' 10 points in Saturday's dismal game.

SCHEDULE
- August 30 Iowa 21, Miami (Ohio) 3
- September 6 Iowa 56, Buffalo 7
- September 13 Iowa 40, Iowa State 21
- September 20 Iowa 21, Arizona State 2
- September 27 Iowa 10, Michigan State 20
- October 4 Iowa 30, Michigan 27
- October 11 Iowa hosts Penn State
- October 18 Iowa hosts Minnesota
- November 1 Iowa hosts Indiana
- November 8 Purdue
- November 15 Iowa vs. Penn State
- November 22 at Wisconsin

Nicholas Wyers/The Daily Iowan
Top: Disgusted Iowa cheerleader Emily Abramson watches the replay of a blocked extra point that gave over Nathan Chandler's head and out of the back of the end zone late in the fourth quarter.

Nicholas Wyers/The Daily Iowan
Middle left: Nate Kaeding runs into the end zone after taking a field goal in the fourth quarter. Kaeding scored all 10 Iowa points.

Nicholas Wyers/The Daily Iowan
Middle right: Running back Fred Russell is brought down by OSU linebacker Fred Pagel Jr. and A.J. Hawk. Russell had little running room, gaining only 44 yards on 22 carries.

Nicholas Wyers/The Daily Iowan
Bottom: Matt Roth, Abdul Hodge, and a host of Hawkeyes tackle OSU quarterback Craig Krenzel. Hodge led the Hawkeye defense with eight solo tackles and 10 total tackles.
**NFC: WEEK 6**

**Vikings go to 6-0; Panthers lose first game**

By JOHN ISAACSON

MINNEAPOLIS — The Minnesota Vikings can beat the NFL's top teams now. 

Dakota Culp threw for 97 yards in his return to the lineup, Minnesota's defense knocked Steve DeBerg out of the game, and the Vikings beat the Denver Broncos, 26-23, Sunday.

Ronnie Moore had 10 catches for 152 yards, and his return to the starting lineup of the game, and the Vikings beat the Denver Broncos, 26-23, Sunday.

Steve DeBerg can't go beyond the first half, but he did turn the ball down for Minnesota (6-1-1).

The Vikings' first five victories came against opponents with a combined record of 8-23.

Títans 37, Panthers 17

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Carolina pounced on its first half lead to beat the Tennessee Titans, 37-17, Sunday.

Steve DeBerg and Brent Jones combined to run and pass for 352 yards and two touchdowns, and Deuce McFarland, who rushed for 81 yards, and a touchdown and a touchdown to lead the Titans (6-1-1).

Chargers 36, Browns 20

CLEVELAND — LaDainian Tomlinson ran for 207 yards and four touchdowns, helping San Diego end a nine-game losing streak that dated back to last season.

New England ended its 0-9 skid at Miami (4-2) on Saturday and October.

Bengals 20, Ravens 16

CINCINNATI — Baltimore rookie QB Kyle Boller fumbled twice and threw an interception, setting up a touchdown by giving up a touchdown.

Tittans 19, Dolphins 11

MIAMI — Tony Brady tied for 11 touchdowns in a season for the Vikings (5-2), who moved atop the NFC East.

Middle East

New Orleans — Brett Favre threw two touchdown passes, one for 41 yards to lead New Orleans (5-1) to a 41-34 victory over Minnesota.

Johnson, Line, Detroit

DETROIT — Terry Johnson, Line, Detroit for the Lions (6-1) in the fourth quarter.
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A Photo is Worth A Thousand Words

**SELL YOUR CAR 30 DAYS FOR $40**

*(photo up to 15 words)*

Call our office to set up a time that is convenient for you to bring your car to be photographed. Your ad will run for 30 days for $40. Deadline is 3 days prior to run date desired.

For more information contact:
The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.
319-335-5784 or 335-5785
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

We didn’t expect to live. Nobody out there with any brains expected to live. The way to live is to kill because you don’t have to worry about anybody who’s dead.

— William Doyle, a former U.S. Army Timer Prisoner of War during the Vietnam War. An Army Investigation reveals that the elite group maddled and killed hundreds of unarmed Vietnamese during 1967.

The Daily Break

calendar

- International Monday Series, “Can Democracy Promote Global Peace?”, 5 p.m., IMU. (Moderated by Marie L. Burke, International Center Director)
- “An Examination of America’s New Nuclear Policy,” Joseph Granot and David Malin, 11 a.m., IMU Social Science Center
- TOW Seminar, “Identification and Estimation in Some Mixture Models,” Yuli Kharin, University of California, 1:30 p.m. 217 Medical Education and Biomedical Research Building

- Comet Program Center, “Finding International Jobs & Internships.” 4 p.m., 850 Popplewell Business Building
- Business Tax Seminar Series, “Hepatitis C & your community,” 8:30 a.m. 2117 Medical Education and Biomedical Research Building
- “Dwayne Kicinski’s Education Platform: A Teach-In,” Students for Kicinski, 9:30 a.m. 603 W. Market, City Hall
- Billie Lee Turner R. 6 p.m., Van Allen Hall Lecture Room 2
- “One Community, One Race — Johnson County Heal,” Del Curto, to Amy Pfeifer, 7 p.m., North Liberty Library
- Andrew Zawacki and Brian Henry, poetry. 7 p.m., Shambaugh House
- Live from Prairie Lights, Larry Brown, Noon, 11 a.m. Prairie Lights Books, 15 S. Dubuque St., and WSUI

- The Iowa Mobilization for Global Justice will reserve 20 percent of today’s profits from The Flowers, sold at. 605 Kirkwood St., in addition to the proceeds from a raffle. The Flowers is a book of poems telling the story of the Iowa School of Arts and Crafts protest on Nov. 21-23.

- Andrew Laidlum, “Flash for Idaho.”

WHAT THE UI IS DOING TO COME WITH NEW BUDGET CUTS

by Jess Armstrong

Laying off faculty and cutting scholarships will be the first line of defense to cut costs. By Jess Armstrong

UAV schedule

7:30 a.m. Democracy Now 1:00 Iowa City Council Meeting 9:20 The View from the Valley: “Joe Biden & the stage lights Books, 15 S. Dubuque St., and WSUI

UTV schedule

9:00 a.m. Iowas Football with Kirk Ferentz 11:00 TBI Talk Back To The Big Top: “Tommie of the 11” Everything anew. 12:00 Jim Brassard, the Daily Iowan 1:00 Sarah Lichtenstein 2:00 Kucinich’s Education Platform: A Teach-In 3:30 Kappajohn Business Building

public access schedule

7:30 a.m. Democracy Now 11:00 Iowa City Council Meeting 9:20 The View from the Valley: “Joe Biden & the stage lights Books, 15 S. Dubuque St., and WSUI

FOR MORE INFORMATION... www.prairielights.com

THE NEW YORK TIMES

NEWS OF THE DAY

by Will Shortz

ACROSS

DOWN